Siamese Cat

Quick Guide

- **Popularity**: Very popular ranking = 3
- **Picture**: top: Traditional Siamese, middle: Thai cat, bottom: Modern Siamese
- **Place of origin**: Thailand, formerly Siam
- **Date of origin**: 14th Century (Traditional Siamese)
- **Ancestry**: Household and temple cats
- **Weight**: 2.5-5.5 kg (6-12 lbs)
- **Temperament**: Energetic and vocal
- **Body type**: Modern Siamese=Oriental, Traditional=Semi-foreign/Semi-cobby
- **Registration**: All major associations: CFA, TICA, GCCF, FIFe, ACA
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• **Colours**: CFA: Seal, chocolate, blue and lilac. TICA: all colors and patterns of the pointed category

• **Other names**: Thai cat (classic Siamese) - this though is a separate breed. Nickname for Siamese: "Meezers", Applehead Siamese (traditional). Royal Cat of Siam

• **Full details**: [Traditional Siamese](#) | [Thai Cats](#) | [Modern Siamese](#)